We describe a framework for controlling a group of unmanned aerial uehicles (UAVs) flying in close fornaation. We first present a nonlinear dynamical model which includes the induced rolling moment by the lead aircraft on the wing of the following aircraft. Then, we outline two methods for trajectory generation of the leading aircraft, based on interpolation techniques on the Euclidean group, SE(3). Two formation controllers that allow each aircraft to maintain its position and orientation with respect to neighboring UAVs are derived using input-output feedback linearization. Numerical simulations illustrate the application of these ideas and demonstrate the validity of the proposed framework.
Introduction
Research activity in unmanned aerial vehicles has increased substantially in the last fcw ycars. Areas of application include, space cxploration 111, survcillance, target acquisition, and formation flight, SCE for example [Z]. Researchers in UAV systems arc facing new challenges and open issues that require deeper investigation. Single-agent techniques would require improvcmcnts and extensions to make them suitable for multiagcnt analysis and design. For instance, we necd to address stability and robustness of multi UAVsystems.
Flying in close formation is a hard problem which requires highly accurate sensors ( % . e . , GPS/INS [3] ), prccisc control systems [4] , and communication/coordiuation protocols 151. It is well-known that the follower aircraft can benefit from a drag reduction if it is placed on the hot spot of the vortex produccd by its leader aircraft. Howcvcr, it is also known that it is very difficult to find and maintain the airplane on such a hot spot, see for instance [6, 71. Another important elcmcnt in formation flight is tra- choice is optimal path planning on SE(3) [8] . In [9] , authors dcvclop a method for generating smooth trajectories that minimize the total cnergy associated with thc translations and rotations of the UAVs, whilc maintaining a rigid formation. If the leading aircraft is holonomic, we can gencratc optimal motion. For the nonholonomic case, wc generate a smooth interpolaut satisfying appropriate boundary conditions and nonholonomic constraints.
Two controllers have been dcsigncd based on inputoutput linearization. The first controller allows the following aircraft to maintain a desired position with respect to its leader. The second controller allows a third aircraft to follow two leading aircraft. Thus, a triangular formation can be maintained without collisions as the leader maneuvers along its trajectory.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives somc mathematical preliminarics and formulates the formation control problem. In section 3, the nonlinear dynamical model of an aircraft is presented. The trajectory generator for the lead aircraft is outlined in section 4. Section 5 describes the basic formation controllers we use in our work. Section 6 presents somc numerical simulation results and illustrates the bencfits and the limitations of this methodology underlying the implcmentation of autonomous formation flight. Finally, some concluding remarks and future work are given in section 7.
2 Background and p r o b l e m formulation
The Lie groups SO(3) and SE(3)
Let GL(3) denote the general linear group of dimension 3, which is a smooth manifold and a Lie group. The rotation group on R3 is a subgroup of thc general linear group, defined as S O ( 3 ) = { R I R E G L ( 3 , R ) , R R T = I , d e t R = l } GA(3) = GL(3) x R3 is the affine group. SE(3) = SO(3) x R3 is the special Euclidean group, and is the set of all rigid displacements in R3. Special consideration will be given to SO (3) and SE(3). The Lie algebras of SO(3) and SE(3), denoted by 4 3 ) and 4 3 ) respectively, are given by:
where 0 is the skew-symmetric matrix form of the vector w E P. Given a curve
an element [ ( t ) of the Lie algebra 4 3 ) can be associated to the tangent vector A(t) at an arbitrary point t hv: -i -
where O ( t ) = RTR is the corresponding element from so(3). Consider a rigid body moving in free space. Assume any inertial reference frame {E} fixed in space and a frame {B} fixed to the body at point 0 as shown in Figure 1 . A curve on SE(3) physically represents a motion of the rigid body. If { w ( t ) , v ( t ) ) is the vector pair corresponding to < ( t ) , then w corresponds to the angular velocity of the rigid body while U is the linear velocity of 0, both expressed in the frame {B). In kincmatics, elements of this form are called twists and 4 3 ) thus corresponds t o the space of twists. The twist C(t) computed from Equation (2) does not depend on the choice of the incrtial frame.
In this paper, we use Euler angles body fixed ZYX as parameterization of SO(3). Explicitly, the rotation R(e,S,qj) is composed of a rotation of + about the zaxis, followcd by a rotation of 9 about the y-axis, and a rotation of 4 about the x-axis.
P r o b l e m formulation
We formnlatc thc autonomous formation flight problem as a three-level hierarchy. The trajectory gcncrator produces a trajcctory A ( t ) E SE(3) for the lead aircraft to follow. Then, the coordination protocol provides thc desired set-point values to the control level. Finally, controllers based on input-output feedback linearization allow the aircraft d3 to follow its designated leader A,.
In gencral, we would like t o place each follower on the hot spot of the vortex produced by its leader, thus a F i g u r e 1: Body rcferencc frames on an aircraft. maximum drag reduction for the group is achieved. If in addition we generate a smooth leading trajectory, then the whole formation will pow describing a weUbehaved motion in terms of fuel consumption.
Aircraft Nonlinear Model
In this section, we describe the dynamical model of a n aircraft. As it is shown in Figure 1 , the angles ( p , 7, x) dcscribc the attitude with respect to the wind axes, (p, q, r ) are the components of the angular velocity wb with respect to the body frame (these Components are usually referred as roll rate, pitch rate, and yaw rate).
V is the aircraft velocity, and a, B are the angles of attack and sideslip, respectively. The notation commonly used in flight dynamics [lo] is summarized in Table 1 . --< 0 < --o 5 e, < zrr.
The range of values of the Eulcr angles is

-y -2
The equations of motion of an aircraft are given by
. D V = ---g s i n y m ir = q -qw secp -(pcosa + rsin a ) t a n g
where m is the mass of the aircraft and g is the gravity constant. The components of the angular velocity in wind frame become
The input vector is U = [SP 6, 6 , &IT where 6, denotes the setting of the throttle, and (&, 6,, 6,) denote the deflections of the aileron, elevator, and rudder, respectively.
Thc roll, pitch and yaw rates in wind axes become / i = p , + (q, s i n p + rw cosp) t a n y (6) *, = q,cosp-r,sinp (7)
x = (q,sinp+rwcosp)secy (8) If the angular velocity with respect t o the body frame iswb= [p q r]*, then where J b is the inertia matrix, 3, is the skew-symmetric operator, T is thc cxtcrnal moment vector, and C = [L, 0 0IT is the rolling moment induced by the wake of the lead aircraft [ll, 121. The vortex produccs an up-wash on the wing of the following aircraft. As a result, the angle of attack and the lift increase. Sincc the vortex-induced vclocity decreases with distance, L, is generated. It is assumed here that L , can be estimated using an appropriate filter [6] . For a detailcd introduction on formation flight aerodynamics, the reader is refcrrcd to [4] . 
= -~s i n y (12)
Equations (3)- (12) describe an aircraft whose state
are the longitudinal and latcral state vectors, and the input vcctor, rcspcctivcly.
In thc next section wc dcscribc thc trajcctory gcncrator for tbc lead aircraft.
. . 
Trajectory Generation on SE(3)
with
We can use the norm induced by metric (17) to define the distancc betwccn clcmcnts in GA(3). Using this distance, for a given B E GA(3), we define the projec- 
Then the projection of B on SE(3) is given by
Based on Proposition 4.1, a procedure for gcncrating ncar optimal curves on SE(3) follows: gcncratc the curves in GA(3) and project thcm on SE(3). In
[U], we provc that thc ovcrall proccdurc is lcft invariant (%e., thc gencrated trajcctorics arc independent of thc choicc of thc incrtial framc {E]). The projection method can bc uscd to gencratc ncar optimal intcrpolating motion between end poses (geodesics) or poscs and velocities (minimum accclcration curvcs). In what follows, the, givcn boundary conditions will,bc dcnotcd by Ro,dO,Ro,@ at t = 0 and R',d',R',d' at t = 1. 
(t) = U ( t ) V T ( t ) ,
where M(t)W = UCVT with M ( t ) = [R" + (RI -R")t]W.
Trajectory generation for a nonholonomic leader
In this section we assume that the leader is a nonholcnomic (airplane like) aircraft, whose velocity is always along the x-axis of its body frame { B ) . Given the motion of its centroid d ( t ) in the earth frame { E ) , we generate the airplane's rotation so that the nonholonomic constraint is satisfied at all times.
A nice solution to this problem can he found using controls as in Thus, dj should maintain a prescribed relative position and orientation with respect to its leader A,. As usual, the control objcctive is to drivc the output vector IIzdzll + 0 as t + CO. The desired output zd will depend on the desired formation shape. The auxiliary input vector a is designed by well-known linear control design methods. For a relative separation distance (e.g., 'zj) and relative roll angle, we have In order to achieve the maximum drag reduction on A j , a precise close formation control is required (17, 121. In [ll] , authors showed that an optimal geometry can be obtained if Aj is placed on the formation plane of A, As before, the linearized closed-loop dynamics can be expressed as As it can be seen in Figure 4 the relative position variables converge asymptotically to the desired values. Figure 5 depicts the 3 0 trajectories described by the group of UAVs flying in close formation. Thc plot has been properly rc-scaled for visualization purposes.
Controller I drives each follower to the leader's formation plane. Controller II has similar performance; therefore, simulation results are omitted here. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduccd a framework for autonomous formation flight. We havc integrated two fundamcntal components in formation control of UAVs: trajectory generation for the Icad aircraft, and a sct of controllers hascd on input-output feedback linearization for the following UAVs. Thc framework descrihcd hcrc can also bc applied t o other typcs of unmanned vchiclcs (e.g., helicopters, spacecraft, and undcrwatcr vchiclcs). Currently, wc arc dcriving a suite of stahlc control laws that provides more flexibility and safcty in formation flight missions. In addition, we arc devcloping a coordination/communication protocol that allows thc aircraft change formations by switching control laws in a stable fashion.
